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 IT systems and data that you store, and process are valuable resources that 
need protection. Validation and reliability of information are essential in 
networks and computer systems. The communicating is done by two parties 
via an unsafe channel require a way to validate the data spent by one party as 
valid (or unaltered) by the other party. In our study, we suggest new one-way 
defragmentation algorithm to implement message authentication and 
integration in program execution. These software applications are readily 
available and freely available because most of the hash functions are faster 
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Authentication and message integrity are done by several methods. Parallel encryption mechanisms 
can be used but have their disadvantages. Tsudik highlighted the [1] disadvantages such as speed, cost factor, 
optimization of data sizes and so on. These methods combine the functions of confidentiality and 
authentication. But there are scenarios where the complete message is not required. Such as applications, 
messages storing confidential is not a concern, but authentication is important. For example, in SNMP it is 
usually important for a managed system to authenticate incoming SNMP commands (such as alteration 
parameters in the management system) but hiding SNMP traffic is not required. To implement message 
authentication, alternative techniques (except that mentioned in the last paragraph) are fragmentation 
functions or MAC. Mac system makes long serial zeros such as DES. Idea of creating MAC devices is started 




The encryption could provide many roles in the authentication. The authentication capabilities use 
of common cryptographic keys, which are only owned by licensed entities. The encoding plays an important 
role in authentication and identification in two ways, wherever the encoding support great role of  
the authentication. The encryption can give security for data transformation and storing authentication data. 
Furthermore, the encryption could use it as an authentication method [3, 4]. The encryption supports 
authentication by using it in the authentication systems, ex. systems of the password encryption are usually 
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used encrypted password and use code encryption and card system to protect important information, also use 
password creator for random encryption passwords. The encryption is usually used in particular applications 
to transfer authentication information and data from one to another system by a network as well as 
authentication systems by encryption depend on private cryptosystems or public key cryptosystems.  
The main cryptographic systems use one key for decryption and encryption functions. Authentication 
systems based on private cryptographic systems rely on a common key between the user who logs in and  
the authentication system. Common cryptographic systems decode encrypting and decrypting functions by 
separate among the keys. Encrypted authentications systems depend on the public key of the cryptographic 





Figure 1. Integrity of message [2] 
 
 
3. HASH FUNCTION 
The Hash algorithm tracks binary data, and produces an intensive representation, called  
the "Message Summary". The encryption algorithm is a Hash algorithm made for security features.  
The Standard HASH-180 including (SHA-256, SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-384, and SHA-512, for more 
information the standard hash is common used by modern information technology. In last years, there are 
several attacks against NIST algorithms, but it failed, especially against SHA-1. NIST held many public 
workshops for estimation the status of algorithms. Depend on the workshops; NIST suggested more than one 
additional algorithm by generic competition. And NIST suggested a timetable for testing and published new 
using policy of the Hash functions [8, 9]. 
 
 
4. CRYPTOGRAPHIC HASH FUNCTION 
The function of hashing fragmentation is a necessary procedure takes an blocking of the arbitrary data 
and re-backs a fixed size bit string, and coding value of the hash, like changes of hash values. The encoded data 
are usually being the message, often named the message segmentation value or summarized merely.  
The cryptographic function has several characteristics: 
− Easy to calculate the retail value of a particular message 
− Not feasible for looking for a message containing a specific segmentation 
− Useless to changing message without any modified the tick 
− Not feasible to look for two messages in the same ticker 
Encryption functions contain several data security software, particularly in message authentication 
and digital signatures. It can also use normal retail functions, for index data in the retail tables, to take 
fingerprints, to determine repeated same data or unique data, and as a checksum to determine any corruption 
in the data [10, 11]. The function of the HASH encryption should be including all kinds of cryptanalytic 
attack. That should have the following characters: 
− Preimage resistance: Because of fragmentation, it’s very hard to found a message. That linked to  
the concept of the one-way function. Without that are vulnerable. 
− Second preimage resistance: It’s included the inputs wherever finding other inputs. Sometimes that 
indicates for low impact resistance, without these functions are mean previous pre-attack attacks [12]. 
 
 
4.1.      Cryptographic hash functions security 
4.1.1.   Verifying messages integrity 
Message integrity is one of the applications for secure fragmentation. By that could determine  
the changes to a message, are it has been made, especially in the comparing between before and after sending 
the message. Most digital signature algorithms are used to confirming the validity of the signed message, 
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wherever the signature is proof of message authenticity. The particular and specific application is doing by 
password confirmation. Wherever the passwords are stores as summary text. For authenticate of the user,  
the password is divided and compared to the stored test. 
 
4.1.2. File or data identifier 
Often coding management systems, example Mercurial, Git, Monotone and sha1sum use many 
kinds of content (pedigree information, directory trees and file content, etc.) to make it unique. The function 
of the encoding is determining file-sharing networks (peer-to-peer), ex. in an (ed2k) link, an (MD4) variable 
is merged with the file size, wherever, giving sufficient data to identification files sources and download  
the file. Magnet bonds are another example. This fragmentation is often the highest segmentation in the retail 
list or the retail tree that allows other benefits. The function of the hash applications allows a quick search of 
data in a hash table. A specific type of Hash functions, the encryption fragmentation functionality offers itself 
well for this application as well. However, compared to standard retail functions, functions of the encryption 
defragmentation are more expensive than the calculation wherever it is necessary to protect against the fraud 
creating information abstracted from expected data [13-15]. 
 
4.2. Hash functions depend on block ciphers 
Many methods are used for block cipher for build function of the cryptographic hash, particularly 
function of the one-way compression. The methods same block cipher methods, wherever both used for 
encryption. The hash functions are example MD5, MD4, SHA-2 and SHA-1 and are designed for the same 
purpose, SHA-3 finalists have functions with block-cipher such as (e.g. BLAKE, Skein,) and (e.g., Keccak, 
JH) [16-18]. A standard block cipher like (AES) used instead of block ciphers. They use blocks and large 
keys, could changing all keys of all block, and make to resistance key attacks. There are several goals of  
the general ciphers. AES has key sizes which make it nontrivial to using to create long hash values; when key 
changes each block, the AES encryption becomes without or less efficient; and key attacks make it without 





Figure 2. Merkle–Damgård construction [19] 
 
 
4.3. Cryptographic encryption algorithms 
The hash function used in computer sciences, and it means string compression function of arbitrary 
input to a series of fixed length. But, if it has some of the additional requirements, it could use it in  
the encryption applications. There are many encoded functions, but many of it is weak. If the jamming 
function is not a success, a successful attack against it decreases expert confidence. Ex. in 2004, 
vulnerabilities were occurring in a hash function such as RIPEMD, MD5 and SHA-0. That will be provide 
long-term security of the subsequent function derived from these HAASH example, SHA-1, RIPEMD-128 
and RIPEMD-160. RIPEMD and SHA-0 are not commonly using and it replaced by a new improved version. 
MD5 and SHA-1 daltons become commonly used at 2009, although all that MD5 was broken wherever  
the attack was done against it in 2008. They are developing SHA-0 and SHA-1 function by NSA. Also,  
a strong attack was done on SHA-1 in 2005. Furthermore, successful, strong attack occurred in 2005 on 
SHA-1 and found collisions in (263) operations. Also, there are weaknesses points of SHA-1, suggesting that 
it need several years to break it. There are other new applications protect against the matters by using another 
SHA, like SHA-2, or new techniques like random defragmentation [20-23]. To produce new applications, use 
Hash functions, there is strong competition for developing SHA-2 to produce SHA-3 in 2012 [24, 25].  
The following algorithms are usually used in cryptography as Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Family of hash functions [17] 
 
 
4.4. A proposed hash algorithm 
A hash function should have the ability to processing random length message into an output have fixed 
length. Also, possible breaking fixed length input into a series of blocks has equal size and using a one-way 
compression function. In this algorithm, we assumed three rounds, in each round there is 32-iteration.  
The output of any length of the input is 96-bit. We used logical operators (and, or, xor, shl, shlr, shrr). 
 
4.4.1. Outline of a proposed hash algorithm 
The first step is generated of 64 key [311...2] plus 32-bit proposed key). Secondly, it takes an input 
message and breaks into n-512-bit blocks then each block break into of 64 word (32-bit) modified using 
(special equations to re-change original word), see Figure 4. Then take each block and do two special rounds 
on it; finally do special equations on A, B, C, D (32- bit variables), see figure and then contraction of them, 




Figure 4. Outline of new one-way hash  
function flowchart 
 
Figure 5. Outline the flowchart to re-change  
the original word 
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4.4.2. The first proposed function: 
In this function ,we shift left the first variable A first by 9 and secondly shift right by 7 the exclusive 
or of them ;also shifting the variables (B by left 3, C by right 4 and D by left 5) then exclusive or of them 
;because the best shifting number that its obtained exactly different results also not used in another hash 
functions after examined different numbers of shift and different another logical operators, see Figure 6. 
 
4.4.3. The second function 
In this function, we shift left rotate the first variable A first by 12 and secondly shift right rotate  
by 15 the exclusive or of them. Also, exclusive or of not variable C and variable D, because the best shifting 
number that its obtained exactly different results also not used in another hash functions after examined 






Figure 6. Specific equation for the first round 
 
Figure 7. Specific equation for the second round 
 
 
4.4.4. Variables modification 
To make a perfect modification after TWO rounds variables will be modified by special formal  
to enhance the results with exactly different others, it make use of Xor ,shl, shrr, see Figure 8. For  
the Complexity measurements. The hash function is looking for message agreed with a given message by 
using a brute force search 2L evaluations, where L represents bits number of the key with proposed variables 
length. That named pre-image is attacking. And the second factor is looking for two messages (different) 
which produce the same message digest, that named collision, and that need to average only 2L/2 evaluations 
using a birthday attack. In the proposed hash algorithm, we used 32-bit key length in addition to the proposed 












We have shown in this paper how cryptographic hash functions cannot find two different messages 
have resembled hash value. It is not broken because of the degree of confusion and complexity is very high, 
and an attacker cannot fake a signature in a particular computing environment. any message will be saved 
and will get sign, if the messege is changed will get new signature. 
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